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Question 1 [+/- 60 minutes] 

One afternoon, Speedy Powers took his friends for a joyride in a new red Volkswagen Polo. 

Out of excitement, he drove above the speed limit and caught the attention of Constable 

Angela (Peace Officer) who, after noticing this, immediately chased after this car and asked 

Speedy to pull over. Before Constable Angela could say anything else, Speedy shouted, 

"This is not my car, I took it from the parking lot at the mall yesterday". Constable Angela 

immediately contacted sergeant Bravo and told him excactly what she saw and what 

Speedy told her. They then proceeded to arrest Speedy for the crime of theft and driving 

over the speed limit. At the charge office Constable Angela opened a docket and filed her 

statement under A1. Two days later Constable Angela passed on. 

Discuss the nature and all admissibility issues related to the statement by Constable Angela 

as filed under A1.                    (20) 

 

Question 2 [+/- 15 minutes] 

Mary, an elderly woman (80 years old) was the only one who identified the accused as the 

person who burgled her home. She makes a statement to the investigating officer that she 

saw the accused from 150m away. At the trial, she repeats her statement, but adds that her 

vision was “fuzzy” because she didn’t have her glasses on at the time of the burglary. As 

the magistrate in this case, discuss how you would evaluate Mary’s evidence.  (5) 

 

Question 3 [+/- 45 minutes] 

 

During a rainstorm Speedy and Conzales were involved in a hit and run motor vehicle 

accident.  Speedy whose Mercedes was written off, institutes an action for damages 

against Conzales, whose Volkswagen Beetle was only slightly dented.  Moments after the 

accident occurred the driver of the Beetle drove off.  Conzales admitted that he is the 

registered owner of the Beetle but denies that he was involved in the accident and that 

someone from his work must have borrowed his car.  During the trial it become a point of 

dispute whether the road on which they were travelling had two lanes or four lanes and if 

Conzales was the driver at the time of the accident. 

 

(a) Discuss the incidence of the onus of proof.       (5) 

 

(b) Is it necessary for any of the parties to supply evidence on the points of dispute, or can 

the problem be solved without any evidence being led? Discuss.             (10) 
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